In order to provide better monitoring performance, between-phase nonlinear correlations and differences should be considered and separately monitored in multiphase batch processes. However, it is a more challenging task for batch processes to extract the nonlinear correlation information because the large-size samples may bring the computational complexity and high-dimensional kernel instability. To address the above issue, a feature vector selection with kernel vector correlation analysis (FVS-KVCA) method is developed for batch processes. In this paper, a novel two-level phase division method is firstly proposed to divide batch processes into the steady phases and the transitions. Then, the local phase models are constructed based on the FVS-KVCA method to separate process information into the common information and the specific information, which represent the nonlinear correlation between two neighboring phases and within only one phase, respectively. Based on such an information separation, the transition can be further divided into the transitional phases and the mixing phases by the second-level division. Also, a dynamic transition modeling method is introduced to solve the transition monitoring problem. Finally, online process monitoring can be conducted based on the defined score features to select the right model. The proposed algorithm is applied to the penicillin fermentation process to illustrate the effectiveness and feasibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
Batch processes have played an important role in modern industrial processes. To ensure the safe process operation and the product quality consistency, it is essential for batch process to carry out process monitoring. Multiway principal component analysis (MPCA) and multiway partial least squares (MPLS) have been proposed for batch process monitoring [1] , [2] . After that, some advance multiway statistical analysis methods have been also developed [3] - [9] . However, these conventional methods use entire batch data for a single model so that the phase multiplicity can be neglected. To reveal multiphase characteristic, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ruqiang Yan. various phase-based statistical modeling and monitoring methods have been well developed [10] - [14] .
To improve the monitoring performance of multiphase batch process, exiting methods mainly focus on solving two critical issues. One issue is how to divide the batch process into different phases and transitions. The other one is how to build the sensitive local models for the steady phases and transitions. For phase division, Lu et al. have successfully separated phases by clustering the loading matrix of each time slice and the regression matrix between process variables and quality [15] , [16] . However, in Lu's method, a hard-partition algorithm is adopted so that the transitions have not been well considered. Zhao et al. proposed a soft-transition division method to identify the transition [17] . A fuzzy c-means algorithm has been also developed to achieve transition VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ identification [18] . Although the transitions can be identified in these method, a common drawback is that the number of phase should be specified. Recently, a series of automatic phase division methods have been developed. Yao and Gao developed a transition identification method with a PCA-similarity factor without the specified parameters [19] . Ge et al. proposed a new phase division method based on a defined repeatability factor [20] . This method provided a new idea for phase division. However, the repeatability factor is defined based on the Euclidean distance, which may degrade the performance of phase division. Tang et al. revised this repeatability factor with the diffusion distance obtaining more accurate division results [21] . An automatic step-wise sequential phase partition (SSPP) method is proposed by checking the performance of process monitoring and quality prediction [22] , [23] . Although various phase division methods have been proposed to identify the transition, the existing methods only focus on finding and mining changes between the steady phases and transitions. Withintransition changes have been not considered and studied. After phase division, different modeling strategies can be adopted in the steady phases and transitions. For steady phases, the sub-phase modeling methods have been developed based on the assumption that process characteristics are similar within the same phase [15] - [17] , [22] - [26] . Instead of modeling in each a separated phase, the correlation between two neighboring phases should be considered. Zhao et al. proposed a between-phase-based statistical modeling method for multiphase batch process. The common bases vectors and the specific bases vectors are extracted to reflect on the correlation and difference between two neighboring phases. Also, based on these base vectors, a dynamic transition model is built for transition monitoring instead of the fixed model [27] . However, the specific phase number, incomplete modeling data selected and excessive exaction caused by two step extraction may influence on the accuracy of model. It is more important that batch processes always have the complex nonlinear characteristics within phases and between phases. Although many dynamic and nonlinear monitoring methods have been developed in continuous process [28] - [38] , it is not an easy task to apply these methods to multiphase batch process due to multiphase characteristic. Recently, Zhang et al. introduced the slow-feature-analysis (SFA) to batch process to solve the dynamic monitoring problem [39] - [41] . However, how to deal with the nonlinear characteristic within-phase and between-phases for multiphase batch monitoring has not been addressed yet. Also, not a further division and modeling method is developed to consider the nonlinear correlation and dynamic characteristic in the transition.
In this work, a two-level phase division method is proposed, which is based on the repeatability information of each time slice and the specific nonlinear information of two neighboring steady phases. For the first level of phase division, the batch process can be firstly divided into different steady phases and transitions by tracking two repeatability indexes. Then, a FVS-KVCA method is developed to solve the above mentioned nonlinear correlation problem within-phase and between-phases. In multiphase batch, process has similar process behaviors between batches and similar process characteristics in the same phase. Based on such an important characteristic, feature vector selection (FVS) method is introduced to extract feature vectors for each time slice and each phase, respectively. In this way, each sub-phase can obtain a subset of the original data set. The size of the sub-phase samples can be largely reduced avoiding the computational complexity and instability due to the decomposition of high dimensional kernel. Each subset has the well capacity of generalization on the original dataset so that it can be used to construct the basis vectors of sub-phase in feature space F. It is desirable to obtain such a subset and apply it to the kernel algorithm. After FVS, a kernel variable correlation analysis (KVCA) algorithm is proposed to extract the common base vectors of two neighboring phases and the specific base vectors of a certain phase. The common nonlinear correlation information can be obtained by projecting the sample on the common base vectors and the nonlinear correlation information in only a phase can be obtained by projecting the sample on the specific base vectors. Furthermore, the statistics in the common space, specific space and residual space are deduced for process monitoring. Based on the extracted base vectors, not only the correlation and differences between phases can be effectively isolated and separately monitored, but also the transition characteristic can be further explored and studied. The transition sample can be described with the common base vectors and the specific base vectors of the start phase and the target phase. Consequently, the changes on the transition characteristic can be mainly reflected on the changes of the dominant role which the specific base vectors play in describing the transition pattern, since the common information is invariable during the transition. At the beginning of the transition, transition characteristic is similar to the start phase. The specific base vectors of the start phase play the most dominant role relative to the target phase. That is to say, the dominant role of the start phase equals 1 and the target one equals 0. At this period, the transition pattern can be described with the common base vectors and the specific base vectors of the start phase only. That is why the transition is similar to the start phase at this period. As the transition progresses, the dominant role of the specific bases is gradually switching from the start phase to the target phase. The dominant role of the specific base vectors is just opposite at the end of the transition. In fact, although the transition can be described with the common base vectors and the specific base vectors of nearer phase, the dominant role of specific base vectors is smaller relative to the steady phase. It illustrates that the period which is at the beginning or end of the transition is a switch period between a certain steady phase and the complete mixing phase with two neighboring phase characteristics. Therefore, such two periods can be regarded as two transitional phases in the transition. It is noticeable that the transition at the middle period is special, since it is similar to two neighboring phases at different degree. The specific base vectors of the start phase and the target phase both play the respective role in describing the transition pattern. The transition characteristic in this period is more likely to be regarded as a mixing one of two neighboring phases. Based on such a recognition and finding, the transition can be further divided into two transitional phases and a mixing phase by checking the scores of the transition sample projecting on the specific base vectors of two neighboring phases. In this way, the second level phase division and phase identification can be achieved. Based on phase division results, a dynamic transition model can be constructed by using the common base vectors and two types of the specific base vectors with different dominant degree. Finally, online monitoring can be conducted using the selected models.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized. First, a two-level phase division method is proposed, which achieve the further division in the transition. Second, a FVS-KVCA based modeling method is proposed to solve the within-phase and between-phase nonlinear correlation problem. Third, a dynamic modeling method for the transition is developed based on the dominant role identification of the specific base vectors. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the detailed description of the proposed method is provided. Then, the application results are presented to evaluate the monitoring performance in section 3. In the last section, conclusions are drawn.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the two-level phase division, FVS-KVCA modeling method, transition modeling and online monitoring can be described in detail.
A. TWO-LEVEL DIVISION PHASE
In two-level division phase method, two types of phase division can be included. First, the defined repeatability factor is introduced to divide the batch process into different steady phases and transitions. Then, the transition can be further divided into two transitional phases and one mixing phase based on a new score feature. Suppose a batch process dataset are collected as three-dimensional matrixX (I × J × K ), where I is the number of batches, J is the number of process variables, and K is the number of samples points in each batch. This three-dimensional matrix can be batch-wise unfolded into a two-dimensional matrix X (I × JK ). Then, the normalized two-dimensional matrix can be denoted as X (I × JK ) and the corresponding normalized time slice matrix can be denoted as X k (I × J ). A defined repeatability factor can be calculated as follows:
where i, j = 1, 2, · · · , I , and k = 1, 2 · · · , K . D 2 t (x i , x j ) is the diffusion distance between batch sample x i and x j in time slice X k . The detailed description of the diffusion distance can be provided in previous work [42] . Based on the repeatability factor, the repeatability matrix of each time slice can be constructed as follows:
The differential repeatability matrix at each time interval can be further obtained as follows:
Based on (2) and (3), two indexes can be obtained to reflect the repeatability of each time and the differences of repeatability between two adjacent time slices. The degree of repeatability (DR) can be calculated as follows:
The corresponding the differential degree of repeatability (DDR) of adjacent time slices is also calculated as follows:
Batch process has higher repeatability and smaller differences between time slices in the steady phase than in the transition. Therefore, the transition can be identified by detecting the changes of DR and DDR. When the value of DR switches from higher value to lower one and the DDR has an obvious fluctuation from 0, the transition can be identified.
After the first-level phase division, the batch process can be divided into different steady phases and transitions. Suppose x m,m+1 k is a transition sample between phase m and m + 1, the score vector t m s,k of this sample on the specific base vectors of phase m can be obtained from the FVS-KVCA method, which is given in the next subsection. The score feature SF m k can be defined as follows:
where o m s,k is the covariance of score vector t m s,k . The transition can be further divided into two transitional phases and one mixing phase by checking the score features of two neighboring phases. The algorithm can be described as follows:
where X m,m+1 t 1 and X m,m+1 t 2 represent the transitional phase in the transition, which is nearer to the start phase m and the target phase m + 1, respectively. X m,m+1 mix is the mixing phase, which is at the middle of the transition. Based on (7) , not only two-level phase division can be achieved, but also online phase identification can be conducted for a new sample. 
B. FVS-KVCA-BASED MODELING FOR THE STEADY PHASE
After the first-level phase division, the feature vectors selection (FVS) can be successively conducted to extract the feature vectors from each time slice and each steady phase, since samples between batches and within phase are similar in each steady phase. The purpose of FVS is to find a subset with a small number of samples from the original dataset. This subset can well capture the geometrical structure of the original data in feature space F so that it can be regarded as an approximation basis vectors to replace the original dataset in feature space F.
FVS is firstly performed for each time slice X m k in the steady phase m so that the selected feature vectors subset X m k (I m k × J ) can be obtained to replace the original time slice X m k , which is based on the similar characteristic between batches in each time slice, and I m k (I m k < I ). Furthermore, all the feature vectors subsets of each time slice, all the matrices X m k are variable-wise rearranged to form a new dataset X m (N m × J ) to represent the steady phase m. Then, due to similar characteristics between samples in the same phase, the FVS are further performed on dataset X m to obtain a final feature vectors subset X m sub of phase m, which can be used to substitute for the original dataset of phase m. An illustration of the feature vector selection is shown in Fig.1 . The detailed algorithm of the FVS from the dataset X m to the subset X m sub can be described as follows. Consider a mapping function φ from the original space to a feature space F, the dataset of phase m can be mapped as
. Let L m be the number of selected feature vectors in the steady phase m. The corresponding subset can be denoted as X m sub = [x m sub,1 , · · · , x m sub,Lm ]. For any sample x m i , mapping vector φ(x m i ) can be estimated with a linear combination of φ(X m sub ), which is formulated as follows:φ
where α m i = [α m i,1 , · · · , α m i,Lm ] T is the coefficient vector. For a given x m i , the purpose is find α m i so that the estimated mappingφ x m i is as close as possible to the real mapping φ(x m i ). We can minimize the following equation:
The coefficient α m i can be obtained by putting the derivative of δ m i to zero:
In (10), (φ(X m sub ) T φ(X m sub )) −1 exits since the selected feature vectors are linearly independent in F. Substituting (10) in (9), we can obtain:
where K m SS is the kernel matrix of selected feature subset X m sub , which can be obtained by the dot product of the feature samples. K m Si is the vector of dot products between x m i and the selected feature subset X m sub , 
The local fitness J m Si can be defined as
Based on (14), the global fitness J m S can be further defined as
The feature vectors selection is an iterative process. The sample that gives the maximum global fitness is selected at the first iteration. After the first iteration, the sample which has the minimum local fitness is added to the feature vectors dataset. The iteration stops when the matrix K m SS is no longer invertible. It also stops when the global fitness J m S reaches a given value, or when a predefined number of the feature vectors have been selected.
The selected feature vectors lie in a subspace F S of F with dimension up to N m . The dimension of this subspace is significantly lower than N m , which can improve the feasibility of applying kernel method to the dataset with a larger number of samples in multiphase batch process. The selected feature vectors construct a sub-basis of F and capture the underlying variable correlations in the original measurement space. To derive the common nonlinear correlation between two neighboring phases, the common base vector p g is extracted to achieve the global similarity assessment based on the kernel variable correlation analysis (KVCA). The common base vector p g should approximate all the sub-bases of two neighboring phases as close as possible. The cost function cost can be described as follows:
Under the constraints
Based on a Lagrange operator, the objective function can be written as
where λg is a constant scalar. Calculate the partial derivative of F(p g , λ g ) with respect to p g and make it zero. We can obtain
Multiply both sides by p T g , the following expression can be obtained
Right multiply p g , we further obtain
Equation (21) can be rewritten into vectors form Suppose H feature vectors are selected between two neighboring phases, (22) can be unfolded as follows:
where x m,m+1 sub,j is any sample from the selected feature vectors of phases m and m + 1. Left multiply φ(x s,k ) T both sides of (23), we can formulate
Since the common base vector p g must lie in the span of two feature subsets, it exits the following linear combination:
where β i (i = 1, · · · , H ) is the coefficient. Substituting (25) into (24), we obtain
where the Gaussian kernel function is used in this paper. It can be calculated by
where c is the width of kernel function. Equation (26) can be rewritten as
For the kernel matrix, the mean centering should be performed before it is applied to the consequent step. This can be carried out bỹ
where
Substituting the kernel matrix K withK, Equation (28) can be transformed into the following eigenvalue problem:
By solving (31), the eigenvectors β 1, · · · β H can be obtained, and β i = [β 1 , · · · , β H ] T . Suppose the first p eigenvectors are retained and the common bases can be denoted as P g (H × p) = [p g,1 , · · · , p g,p ]. After the common bases P g is extracted, each steady phase dataset can be separated into two different parts in
where φ c (X m sub ) contains the common subspace information and φ s (X m sub ) contains specific subspace information for each phase. In each specific subspace, principal component analysis (PCA) is further carried out such that the systematic information and noise information are separated. The corresponding PCA loading vector is called as the specific base vector. The specific base vector p m s of each phase must lie in the span φ s (X m sub ) = [φ s (x m sub,1 ), · · · , φ s (x m sub,Lm )], there exits the following linear combination:
Based on PCA algorithm, we have
According to the formulation on p g , we can obtain
We can further obtain
where ω = ω m 1 , · · · , ω m Lm , which can be obtained by solving the eigenvectors problem. The critical problem is how to calculate the inner product between φ s (·) since the data each φ s (·) cannot be directly available. Therefore, the formulation on inner product between φ s (·) can be given as follow: 
where K m SS is the inner product between any two feature vectors in phase. In the same way, suppose the first p eigenvectors are retained and the specific bases can be denoted 
where K SH is the kernel matrix, which can be obtained as follow:
For a test sample x m new in the steady phase, the common score and specific score can be calculated as follow:
where the inner product φ s x m sub,i , φ s x m new can be obtained based on (38) . The statistics of the common subspace and the specific subspace can be given as follows: 
where t m s,j is the score value of projecting x m new on the jth specific base vector. The confidence limit in the systematic subspace for each phase are defined by the F-distribution with α as the significance factor:
where p is the number of retained base vectors and N is the number of samples in the model. The control limit of squared prediction error (SPE) in the steady phase can be calculated based on an approximate distribution:
where g m = v m 2b m and h m = 2 (b m ) 2 v m , in which b m is the mean of SPE statistic of all the feature samples in the phase m, and v m is the corresponding variance.
C. DOMINANT PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION BASED MODELING FOR THE TRANSITION
In the transition, by measuring the underlying character-istics of the transition with the score feature SF m k , the transition can be further divided into three phases: the transitional phase X m,m+1 t 1 from the start phase to the mixing phase, the mixing phase X m,m+1 mix with the mixed characteristics of the start phase and the target phase, and the transitional phase X m,m+1 t 2 from the mixing phase to the target phase. Based on such division, three types of models can be constructed based on the dominant parameter identification. This modeling strategy not only consider the dynamic characteristic but also avoid the inefficiency of online monitoring due to excessive models. For a transitional sample x m,m+1 t,k between phase m and m+1, the dominant parameters of two neighboring phase P m and P m+1 can be defined as follows:
where SF m k and SF m+1 k can be obtained based on (6) . In fact, when the transition evolves in the transitional phase X m,m+1 t 1 , the transition is completely similar to the start phase. That is to say, SF m k = 0, SF m+1 k = 0, which can further deduce that P m = 1, P m+1 = 0. Therefore, at this phase, the transition pattern can be described with the common base vectors P g and the specific base vectors P m s . Similarly, in the transitional phase X m,m+1 t 2 , the common base vectors P g and the specific base vectors P m+1 s can be used to describe the transition pattern. Different from two transitional phases in the transition, the score feature of two phases are not zero so that two dominant parameter can be obtained based on (46). In summary, the transition models P t can be constructed as follow:
where P m,m+1 s is the specific base vectors in the mixing phase, it can be calculated by 
D. ONLINE MONITORING STRATEGY
In this paper, the phase identification is firstly performed by calculating and checking the score feature. Then, based on the result of phase identification, the corresponding model is selected to achieve online monitoring. For a new sample x k , the score features SF m k of projecting it on all the specific vectors are calculated. The phase identification results can be given as follows:
According to the results of SF m k and SF m+1 k , the corresponding monitoring model P can be selected as follows:
To help understand the online monitoring strategy, we simply take a two-phase process with a transition as example to visually illustrate the proposed online monitoring strategy. A schematic diagram is given in Fig.2 is zero, the sample may be evolving in the steady phase OA or the transitional phase AB. Instead, if SF m k is zero, the sample is in the steady phase DK or the transitional phase CD. The detail description of online monitoring strategy is shown in Table 1 . In fact, it can be judged whether the sample is in the steady phase or transitional phase by comparing with the norm of scores of the specific base vectors. Regularly, the transitional phase may has a smaller norm value because it is approaching the mixing phase. The method of judgment is not given in detail this judgment does not affect the model selection.
III. APPLICATION STUDY
In this section, the proposed method is applied to the penicillin fermentation process for online monitoring. As a typical multiphase batch process, the penicillin fermentation process consists of two major operation phases including: preculture phase and fed-batch phase. Many studies have been developed due to its important value no matter in academic or industry so that a series of problems on this production process has also been paid attention. In this paper, we focus on how to deal with multiphase and nonlinear dynamic characteristics problem during online monitoring. A simplified flowchart is shown in Fig.3 . The process simulator has been developed by Illinois Institute of Technology for the research on batch process monitoring and quality prediction [43] .
In the present simulation experiment, 15 normal batches are generated from the simulator with slight variations under normal operation conditions as the training dataset. Two important variables PH and temperature are controlled based on the proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) controllers. In contrast, the substrate of glucose is continuously fed under open-loop control. Each batch contains 400h and the sampling interval is 1h. Assume all batches have the same length. The selected process variables are given in Table2. Besides, One normal batch and four different types of faults are introduced to test the performance of the proposed online process monitoring method. An illustration on introduced fault is given in Table 3 .
First, two indexes DR and DDR are used to divide the penicillin fermentation process into two phases and on transition. The division results are shown in Fig.4. From Fig.4 , based on the DR and DDR, it can be seen that the batch process has been divided into two phases and one transition. The vertical dashed lines are used to indicate the process separation. When the DR is higher, it illustrates the process evolves in the steady phases. Instead, the process runs in the transition. For DDR, if it has a larger fluctuations, the process must be in the transition due to a larger difference between two neighboring time-slices. Otherwise, it is in the steady phases. It is not difficult to find the DR and DDR can well reflect the repeatability characteristic so that the first-level phase division can be achieved. Two phase separation points are determined when the DDR is above 0.001. Therefore, the steady phase 1 is obtained from the time interval 1 to 13. The transition is from the time interval 14 to 52, and the steady phase 2 is from the time interval 53 to 400.
After the first-level phase division, the FVS is performed on each time-slice and each phase as illustrated in Fig.1 . The number of the selected feature vectors corresponding to each FVS with the final fitness are given in Table 4 . In Table 4 , the FVS1 samples and FVS2 samples represent the number of the selected feature vectors after the FVS on each time-slice and each phase, respectively. From Table 4 , we can see that the number of samples has been greatly reduced so that the original dataset of phase 1 can be replaced with only 7 feature vectors, and one of phase 2 with 93 feature vectors while the desired fitness can be obtained. The feature vectors selection provides a feasible modeling dataset for the consequent kernel method application.
Consequently, the selected feature vectors of each phase are used to extract the common base vectors and the specific base vectors for further modeling. Based on the extracted base vectors, the second-level phase division and online phase identification can be achieved. Phase identification and process monitoring results of a normal batch based on the proposed FVS-KVCA method are presented in Fig 5. In Fig.5(a) , the score features of projecting the online sample on the specific base vectors of phase 1 and 2 are shown. It is not difficult to find the mixing phase has been clearly identified in the period between two vertical solid lines because neither two score feature is zero. Besides the mixing phase, the remaining period are the steady phases and transitional phases since only one score feature is not zero. Furthermore, the steady phases and transitional phases can be distinguished according to the size of score feature. When the score features have the trend which is gradually approaching or deviating from the mixing phase, it indicates the process is evolving in the transitional phase. Two vertical dashed lines are used to isolate the transitional phases from the steady phases in Fig. 5(a) . In this way, the results of phase identification for a normal batch can be obtained: phase 1 is the time interval from sample time 1 to 13; transitional phase between phase 1 and the mixing phase is from sample time 14 to 31; the mixing phase is from sample time 32 to 39; the transitional phase between the mixing phase and phase 2 is from sample time 40 to 49; phase 2 is from sample time 49 to 400. Based on such phase identification, the corresponding model can be selected according to Table 1 for online monitoring. Monitoring results based on three statistics including T 2 c , T 2 s and SPE are given in Fig.5(b) . It can be seen that both T 2 c and T 2 s statistics stay below the control limits for the whole process, which indicating that the process is normal. the SPE statistic also indicates that the process is normal since it is under the control limit for most of the time intervals, which only 4 separated time points are above the control limit. To compare with the performance of process monitoring, a phase-based sub-PCA method and a nonlinear MKPCA (multiway kernel principal component analysis) are also applied to monitor this normal batch. The corresponding monitoring results are presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7 , respectively. From Fig.6 , it has been displayed that both T 2 and SPE statistic are below the control limit for most of the time points, indicating that the process is normal. However, a higher false alarms occur during SPE monitoring. In Fig.7 , although the T 2 statistic is under the control limit for the whole process, illustrating that the process is normal, some false alarms occurs for SPE statistic. By comparison, we can find that the proposed method has a better monitoring performance for a normal batch. It mainly depends on the accurate phase division, the effective local models in the steady phases and transitions and the appropriate model selection in the proposed method.
The results based on the proposed method illustrate that local models constructed in the steady phase and transition can well describe the underlying process characteristics, especially in the transition. Modeling based on the dominant parameters identification can solve the dynamic problem in the transition. The dominant parameters in the mixing phase of the transition are listed in Table 5 . From Table 5 , we can see that the dominant parameters can well reflect the changes of the dominant role as the transition moves away from the start phase to the target phase. Therefore, the dynamic characteristics can be fully considered using the dominant parameters in the transition. The fault batches are further introduced to test the performance of the proposed monitoring method. For fault 1, a 15% step increase is imposed on the aeration rate from the 40th time point until the end. The monitoring results based on the proposed method are shown in Fig.8 . Online phase identification for fault 1 is simultaneously conducted for online monitoring, as shown in Fig.8(a) . It can be seen that the steady phases, transitional phases and mixing phase have been identified according to the relationship of two feature scores. Also, the dominant parameters for the mixing phase monitoring are listed in Table 6 . In the plot of Fig.8(b) , three statistics are all under the control limits for the first 39 samples and then exceeds the control limits from the 40th sample, which indicates the fault occurs. The monitoring results illustrated that the proposed monitoring method can find fault timely and accurately.
To compare with the performance of process monitoring, the sub-PCA method and KMPCA are also applied to monitor this test batches. The results of process monitoring based on the sub-PCA method and MKPCA for fault 1 are given in Fig.9 and Fig.10 . In the case of sub-PCA, although the statistics T 2 and SPE have no false alarms before the fault is introduced, they both go beyond the control limit with a delay after the fault is introduced. It illustrates that the sub-PCA method is not sensitive for such a smaller fault so that the fault cannot be detected timely. It may be because nonlinear information is not considered for modeling. In the case of MKPCA, the fault cannot be found by T 2 statistic. For SPE statistic, it can detect the fault at the 47th time interval with a small delay of 7 samples. However, it cannot detect the fault after the 233th sample. It could be attributed to a single model for the whole batch process, which is difficult to describe the different local nonlinear and dynamic characteristic. By comparison, we can conclude that the proposed method obtain a better monitoring performance for fault 1. It is because that nonlinear correlation of with-phase and between-phase are extracted for modeling. Fault 2 is implemented by introducing a 20% step increase into the agitator power at 200h until the end. The monitoring results of the proposed method are presented in Fig.11 . Fig.11(a) shows the phase identification results and the critical mixing phase has been identified from the 32th sample time to the 39th sample time. The corresponding dominant parameters are given in Table 7 . From Table 6 and 7, it can be found that different batches have the different dominant parameters at the same sample time. The high uncertainties between batches during the transition have been well considered by calculating the dominant parameters for each a transitional sample so that the desired monitoring performance has been obtained. Fig.11(b) shows that three statistics of the proposed method can reveal the abnormality as soon as the fault occurs.
However, in Fig.12 , the statistic T 2 of sub-PCA cannot reveal this abnormality until the end. For the statistic SPE, it is under the control limit at the most samples before fault is introduced indicating the process is normal. However, it still has a higher false alarm rate than the proposed method only with two false alarms. Also, when the fault occurs, many fault samples cannot be detected with a lower fault detection rate. The monitoring results of fault 2 using the MKPCA method is presented in Fig.13 . the statistic T 2 is not sensitive for fault 2 so that the fault 2 cannot be detected after the 274th sample. Although the statistic SPE is more sensitive than the statistic T 2 , some false alarms are caused before the fault occurs. In fact, a single nonlinear model is difficult for multiphase batch process to distinguish the normal nonlinear characteristic changes and faults, especially in the transition. Therefore, some false alarms may be always caused by the normal process changes. Moreover, the average process characteristics over the entire batch tends to dominate so that the dynamic characteristic along the time cannot be reflected. In this way, the statistic may be not sensitive for the introduced fault, as shown in Fig.13 . However, the proposed method can well solve above problems by a two-level phase division and constructing the local nonlinear models. It is more important that between-phase nonlinear correlation information and the dynamic characteristic in the transition are also considered for modeling, which can well describe an integrated process underlying characteristic in the every period. Therefore, the proposed monitoring method obtain a desired monitoring performance. In case of fault 3, a linear decrease of slope 1% is imposed on the agitator power from sample time 40 until the end. The results of phase identification and process monitoring using the proposed method are presented in Fig. 14. From  Fig.14, we can see that three statistics all keep below the control limit before fault occurs without false alarms. When the fault occurs, three statistics immediately jump above the control limit until the end with only several missing alarms at the end of the batch for the statistic T 2 s . Therefore, for a slope fault, the online monitoring using the proposed method can also reveal the abnormality well. The corresponding dominant parameter is listed in Table 8 . The monitoring results of the sub-PCA method and MKPCA method are presented in Fig.15 and Fig.16 , respectively. From Fig.15 , we can see that both statistic T 2 and SPE are not sensitive for such a slope fault. It is because the introduced slope fault may cause the complex nonlinear correlation changes. However, for the sub-PCA model, it only considers the different local linear correlation so that the nonlinear correlation changes are difficult to be identified, which may largely degrade the process monitoring performance. Compared with the sub-PCA method, in Fig.16 , the statistic SPE calculated by MKPCA method is sensitive for the introduced slope fault so that all the fault samples can be found. However, some false alarms also caused at the beginning of batch. It is attributed that although MKPCA method extracted the nonlinear correlation for modeling, a single model is incapable to describe the different local characteristics accurately. Instead, the proposed method considers the common and different nonlinear information between phases. Therefore, even for a slope fault, it is competent for fault monitoring.
For fault 4, a step fault with −15% magnitude is involved in the agitator power from the 100th sample time to 300th sample time. The monitoring results based on the proposed method are presented in Fig.17 . In Fig.17(b) , three statistics stay below the control limits at the first 99 samples and then exceed the control limits when the fault occurs at the 100th sample time. Also, three statistics return back to the control limit from the 301th sample time, which indicate the process becomes normal again. Only several discontinuous fault samples cannot be detected for the statistic SPE. The results show that the proposed method can well identify the fault, no matter whether the fault occurs or disappears. The dominant parameter for fault 4 is listed in Table 9 . The monitoring results using sub-PCA method and MKPCA method are presented in Fig.18 and Fig.19 , respectively. In Fig.18 , Most of samples of statistics T 2 and SPE are under the control limit when the process is normal and returns back to the normal again. However, when the fault occurs, most of samples cannot go beyond the control limit, though statistic SPE has the right trend. It may lead to a large number of missing alarms. In Fig.19 , we can see that the statistic T 2 and SPE from MKPCA method have shown a trend of batch process from fault state to normal state. However, the time period of fault cannot be accurately identified because a single model constructed by MKPCA cannot get enough dynamic characteristic. Therefore, some false alarms and missing alarms are caused when MKPCA method is used to monitor fault 4. The detailed monitoring results in terms of false alarm rate and detection rate for three methods used in five test batches are presented in Table 10 and Table 11 . From Table 10 and Table 11 , we can see that, compared with sub-PCA and MKPCA, the proposed method has a high fault detection rate and a low false alarm rate for all the introduced fault, which shows a superior monitoring performance of the proposed method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the two-level phase division and online monitoring based on the between-phase nonlinear correlation analysis have been proposed for multiphase batch process. Two-level phase division method has successfully divided the batch process into the steady phases, transitional phases and mixing phases, which provided a new modeling idea and platform for multiphase batch process, especially in the transition. Multiple FVS-KVCA-based local models have been constructed to consider the nonlinear correlation characteristics with-phase and between-phase, which effectively solved the problem of applying the large samples dataset to kernel method in batch process. Online monitoring has been achieved by checking the defined score feature to select the correct local model for a new sample. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method are evaluated for normal and different types of fault cases in penicillin fermentation process. The monitoring results indicates that it is competent to detect process faults with greater reliability for multiphase batch process.
